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Virtual Health & Wellbeing
Living Lab Infrastructure

EU funding
€4,999,262
Overall budget
€5,052,387

§ Work programme
European research infrastructures
(including e-Infrastructures)
§ Call
INFRAIA-02-2020: Integrating
Activities for Starting Communities
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VITALISE H2020 Project

Project Partners
research institutions,
universities, SMEs,
partners with policy
making capacities &
strong technological
curriculums
Countries
Belgium, Greece,
Finland, Spain,
Hungary, Austria, Italy,
Bulgaria, France,
Netherlands, Canada
Continents
Partners from 10
European countries &
Canada
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Challenges & Impact of VITALISE
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Need to access key RIs
Efficient access to
research
infrastructures

Waste of resources on
identifying and accessing
RIs

Wider sharing of
information,
knowledge &
technologies

Health &
Wellbeing domain
complications
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“Project-oriented” Living
Labs
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Higher costs, non-optimal use
of resources, limited
exploitation of research results

A new generation of
researchers ready to
exploit all the tools

VITALISE H2020 Project

Advanced research
infrastructure
services
Innovation fostered
through partnership
of RIs with industry

Contribution to
evidence-based
policy making
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Research Infrastructures
McGill
CRIR
rehabilitation
Living Lab

Laurea
Simulated Hospital
Activity Living Lab
ΑΙΤ
Technology Experience Laboratory

GAIA
Smart
INTRAS
Spaces
MIND lab for AHA
Ocean Living
Rehabilitation
Lab for
Living Lab
rehabilitation
VR/AR and
Snoezelen room

UPM-LifeSTech
The Smart House
Living Lab
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Research
Infrastructures

Trebag
Nagykovácsi Wellbeing Living Lab
AUTH
Living environment simulation
Health care transition Living Lab
Centrifuge rehabilitation Living Lab

LiCalab
Experience lab
Gaitlab - Mobilab
Older adults’ homes

VITALISE H2020 Project
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Living Labs
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Countries

5

Research Infrastructures

VITALISE H2020 Project
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Harmonisation

VITALISE H2020 Project
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Transnational Access

3

Open Calls March 2022,
December 2022 & May 2023
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Virtual & Transnational
Access Infrastructures

>€400k
1

Invite external
researchers

2

Ethical approval
of study

3

Preparation &
recruitment

VITALISE H2020 Project
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Provided to external researchers
for conducting studies
Fast track
learning

5

Conduct the
expetiment
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Joint Research Activities (JRAs)
Rehabilitation

Explore the
effectiveness of
innovative technologies
and interventions on
rehabilitation

Transitional Care

Collect data from clinical,
transitional living and
home settings and to
monitor transitions
between settings

Everyday Living Environments

Collect ecologically
valid bigdata from
everyday life activities
of people living with
chronic conditions
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Capacity Building
Fast track (methodology
tailored to LL
Infrastructures)
Summer schools

Innovation capacity evaluation
Master/University
course – Book for
university course

VITALISE H2020 Project
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VITALISE Summer School
• Effective training to researchers on:
• Implementation of the Living Labs methodology in their
studies
• Involvement of Living Lab Research Infrastructures and their
services in Health and Wellbeing research studies.
• Researchers will get to learn:
• Open Innovation and Living Lab tools
• Methods and services
• Jointly co-organized and co-located with the School as Living
Labs (SALL) / FoodShift Summer School 2022. It aims to
familizarise participants with the concept and methods of open
schooling and Living Labs.
VITALISE H2020 Project

Agenda
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Virtual health and Wellbeing Living Lab Infrastructure

Living Labs basics, benefits and
challenges
Francesca Spagnoli, Head of Capacity Building of ENoLL

This project has received funding from European
Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme under Grant Agreement No 101007990.

What you will find in this lesson:
q What is a Living Labs and what is not?
q D i ff e r e n t r o l e s i n a L i v i n g L a b a n d r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s
q Living Labs essentials, pitfalls and challenges
q Living Labs operations
q Va l u e c r e a t i o n a n d v a l u e c h a i n i n a L i v i n g L a b
q Access to Living Lab infrastructures
q Open innovation processes
q Long-term multi-stakeholder partnerships
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What is a Living Lab?
A Living Lab is an innovation intermediary, which orchestrates an ecosystem
of actors in a specific region. Its goal is to co-design products and services, in
an

iterative

way,

with

key

stakeholders

in

a

public-private-people

partnership (PPP) and in a real-life setting. One of the outcomes of this codesign process is the co-creation of social value (benefit). To achieve its
objectives, the Living Lab mobilises existing innovation tools and methods or
develops new ones.
Mastelic J, Stakeholders’ engagement in the co-design of energy conservation interventions: The case of the Energy Living Lab, Lausanne:
University of Lausanne, 2019
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Innovation

Open innovation processes within
Living Labs
The basic premise of Open Innovation, is
to open up the innovation process to all
active players so that knowledge can
circulate more freely and be transformed
into sustainable products and services for
all.
Innovation can no longer be the result of
predefined and isolated activities but the
outcome of a complex co-creation process
involving knowledge flows and absorptive
capacities from all actors involved across
the
entire
economic
and
social
environment
(European
Commission,
2016).

Living Labs characteristics
• Living Labs operates as intermediaries and
orchestrators
among
citizens,
research
organizations,
companies
&
government
agencies/levels.
• They focus on joint-value co-creation, rapid
prototyping
and
testing
and
scaling-up
innovations & businesses.
• They are open innovation ecosystems in reallife environments using iterative feedback
processes throughout the lifecycle approach of
an innovation.
• They all have common elements (see figure)

and What is not a Living Lab?
q A Test Bed is a “Pre-Living Lab” setting enabling rigorous, transparent, and replicable testing
of scientific theories, computational tools and new technologies in a controlled environment
(not in real-life), with users often represented mainly by researchers. Compared to Living
Labs, they show a smaller scale and level of analysis (e.g. one building compared to a city).
q

A Fablab: “fabrication laboratory” is a small-scale workshop offering digital fabrication. A fab
lab is typically equipped with an array of flexible computer-controlled tools that cover several
different length scales and various materials, for developing technology-enabled products to
mass production.

q

A Home Lab (originated at MIT with Prof. Mitchell) they focused on testing and adapting
new technologies based on their fit with the daily home environment.

Ballon, Pieter & Schuurman, Dimitri. (2015). Living labs: concepts, tools and cases. info. 17. 10.1108/info-04-2015-0024

Actors in a Living Lab

Different roles in Living Labs and
responsibilities
Living
Lab
manager
Project
manager

Utilizers
Enablers

Pilot
manager
Panel
manager

Providers

Users
Human
Researchers
Interaction
specialist

The strengths of Living
Labs
The key points of a living lab are:
• The ecosystem approach beyond projects
• Accelerate the gap between ideation and validation & implementation through an
iterative co-creation process with all involved stakeholders
• Empower bottom up innovation and participation
• Involve all parts of the quadruple helix in the innovation funnel via an orchestrated
approach that builds trust for long term collaborations
• Create real long term sustainable impact on ecosystems, people and organizations via
common understanding and involvement
• Scaling up in a transdisciplinary way
(social, systems, geographical, operational)
• Domesticate & develop products & services from the beginning in real life settings

Living Labs pitfalls and challenges
Theoretical & Methodological Challenges
• Lack of comparative/cross-cultural studies
• New data collection & analysis methods in
real-life setting
• Integrating social and technical aspects of LL
• Development of a standardized LL model
• Balance between research and development

Governance & Process-related
Challenges
• Multi-business collaboration
• Visibility and dissemination of the LL
activities
• Flexibility and fast changing requirements
• Collaboration and communication with
stakeholders
• Financial issues

Actors’ Motivations, Needs and
Expectations
• User recruitment challenges
• Building commitment with stakeholders
• Cultural factors on user motivation and
engagement
• Motivation of all stakeholders
• Motivating factors in online groups
• Ensuring continuous and active participation

Ethical Challenges
• Informed consent
• Unwitting participation
• Voluntariness on participatory research
• Privacy and use of participants’ data
• Overlooking user’s interest in LL activities
• IPR in LL activities

http://www.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1239574/FULLTEXT01.pdf (Habibipour 2018)

Evaluation criteria
All criteria are divided over 6 chapters.
Organization
● Organization,management & governance of the living lab (A)
● Experience in living lab operations (B)
● Interest & ability to participate in regional or (inter)national
innovation system mechanisms (C)

Users & reality
● An iterative living lab process & real life settings (A)
● Users & people engagement approach (B)
● Quality of methods & tools (C)

Resources

Openness
● Openness of innovation processes and partnerships (A)
● Feedback protection & author’s rights (C)

Value
● Co-created values for all involved stakeholders (A)
● Coverage of the value chain (C)

Business Model and Future Plans
● Business Model & access/ability to funding (A)
● SWOT analysis & strategic plans for the future (B)

● Roles & responsibilities of qualified staff (A)
● Acces & availability of equipment & infrastructures (B)
● Internal & external communication (C)

Vervoort, K., Konstantinidis, E., Santonen, T., Petsani, D., Servais, D., De Boer, Danielle, Spagnoli, F., Onur, O.,

Organization
•

Organization,management & governance of the living lab: It is about the different roles
defined in the organization of your living lab and the governance model. What about the autonomy
of the living lab? What kind of stakeholders (e.g. Public, Private-people) are involved clearly in the LL
organization and/or the presence of multi-stakeholder partnerships.

•

Experience in living lab operations: It is about providing proof concerning the amount of
performed living lab activities/projects, meaning: setting up co-creational environments,
engaging
and
supporting
‘users’
in
projects,
linking
these
steps
to
products/services/government/research/ business outcomes. It is not only about looking for proof in
numbers of activities/projects organized by your living lab. But also about the coverage of these
activities/projects and their impact.

•

Interest to participate in regional or (inter)national innovation system mechanisms: It
is about proof of willingness of your organization to participate in regional, national or
international projects & proposals.

Users and Reality
This chapter evaluates how your living lab is dealing with all different kinds of user &
stakeholder engagement via following evaluation criteria:
● An iterative living lab process & real life settings: It is about explaining and showing
the total life-cycle of how a new product or service is developed and how your living lab
incorporates real environments into the living lab processes.
● Users & people engagement approach : How does your living lab involve users &
stakeholders within your innovation activities? To what degree do you involve them in
their real life settings, creating a clear difference between a living lab and other forms of
(open) innovation ecosystems (e.g. testbeds, testlabs, fablabs, …)
● Quality of methods & tools: Which methods and tools are used by your living lab to
involve users in the innovation process? Assess the quality of these methods and tools.

Resources
This chapter investigates the internal organizational aspects of your living lab via following evaluation
criteria:
● Roles & responsibilities of qualified staff: How much time is allocated to the different roles
defined inside the organization (e.g. biz dev, project management, user involvement, research,
stakeholder management…)? How experienced/qualified are the people/staff performing these
roles?
● Access & availability of equipment & infrastructures: How much access or availability has your
living lab regarding the necessary equipment & infrastructure to run your living lab (e.g. working
spaces, access to co-creation/experimentation spaces, branding materials for communication, tools
to analyse feedback, tools to interact with stakeholders/users,...)?
● Internal & external communication: How does your living lab communicate? Not only to the
outside world to attract new stakeholders, but equally important internally with all your partners and
end-users. How does your living lab ensure necessary (internal) communication and information
sharing?

Openness
This chapter looks at your approach in general towards open innovation and the
inclusion of all the groups of the Quadruple helix via following criteria:
● Openness of innovation processes and partnerships: How accessible is your living lab for new
stakeholders to be a member of your LL? Or to participate/cooperate? How do you attract them?
Which examples can you present to show your ‘open’ approaches towards working in a transparent
and cooperative way with attention for feedback from all involved stakeholders?
● Feedback protection & author’s rights: How do you respect the author rights of each (type of)
individual stakeholder active within your living lab?

Value
This chapter looks at the outcomes of your living lab and how they
create values and benefits for all the involved stakeholders of your living
lab via following criteria:
● Co-created values for all involved stakeholders: What are concrete outcomes of
living lab activities related to the ecosystem in which your living lab is running? Which
kind of different stakeholders were involved in creating these outcomes? How do/did
these outcomes benefit the involved stakeholders, individually and as a group?
● Coverage of the value chain: What is the form and degree of engagement of your
living lab within productive value chains of the given broader innovation ecosystem?

Business Model & Plans for the Future
This last chapter evaluates your current business model and
accessibility to funding and looks at your strategic plans for the
future to investigate the sustainability of your living lab via
following criteria:
● Business Model & access/ability to funding: It is about the current business
model and your access to regional, national or international funding
mechanisms.
● SWOT analysis & strategic plans for the future: make a SWOT analysis of
your living lab and describe your living lab’s strategic direction, mid to long
term objectives and concrete plans for the future.

Contact us
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evdokimosk@gmail.com
Online presence

Subscribe to our newsletter:

European Network of Living Labs (ENoLL)
https://enoll.org/
https://openlivinglabdays.com/
info@vitalise-project.eu
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